You may have seen some flyers (like the one below) posted around the hospital recently.

Seems pretty wild, right? That ONA would “block and impound” your ballots...the implication being that ONA wants to prevent you from voting or not count your vote at all, right?

WELL, DON’T BELIEVE THE HYPE FROM ST. AL’S MANAGEMENT!

The truth is that “requests to block and impound” are common practice in elections like ours... particularly when management is facing SO MANY unfair labor practices!

The real reason for our request is simple: until the National Labor Relations Board has reviewed our numerous complaints about illegal and unfair labor practices (many of which could impact the vote), we are simply asking to hold off on counting the votes until the NLRB makes their decisions.

YOUR VOTE WILL BE COUNTED...
NO MATTER WHAT ST. AL’S WANTS YOU TO BELIEVE!

Over the course of the last 6 months+, hospital management has thrown out ONA information for nurses, torn down ONA bulletin boards, circulated flyers that have disparaged your union, held meetings to disparage your union, and more...WE want a fair election, but St. Al’s actions have prevented that!

We want the NLRB to make their determination on those unfair labor practices BEFORE we count the votes...and the votes WILL be counted.

So, you have to wonder why St. Al’s is hyping this up so much...?

To learn more, please contact your Labor Representative Renee Ruiz.
Ruiz@OregonRN.org or call/text 253-391-6197